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ABSTRACT: The past decade has witnessed significant advances in the
synthesis and structure determination of atomically precise metal
nanoclusters. However, little is known about the condensed matter
properties of these nanosized metal nanoclusters packed in a crystal
lattice under high pressure. Here using density functional theory
calculations, we simulate the crystal of a representative superatomic
gold cluster, Au25(SR)18

0 (R = C2H5), under various pressures. At
ambient conditions, Au25(SC2H5)18

0 clusters are packed in a crystal via
dispersion interactions; being a 7e superatom, each cluster carries a
magnetic moment of 1 μB or one unpaired electron. Upon increasing
compression (from 10 to 110 GPa), we observe the formation of
intercluster Au−Au, Au−S, and S−S covalent bonds between staple
motifs, thereby linking the clusters into a network. The pressure-induced structural change is accompanied by the vanishment of the
magnetic moment and the semiconductor-to-metal transition. Our work shows that subjecting crystals of atomically precise metal
nanoclusters to high pressures could lead to new crystalline states and physical properties.

KEYWORDS: superatoms, ligand-protected gold nanoclusters, crystal structure, high pressure, density functional theory,
cluster−cluster interactions

■ INTRODUCTION

High-pressure studies have enriched the structural chemistry of
compounds and led to unusual properties such as high (room)-
temperature superconductivity,1,2 metal-to-semiconductor
transition,3 and superfluidity.4 In recent years, researchers
have subjected many hydrogen-containing substances (H2,

4

SiH4,
5 H2S,

1,6 etc.) and other inorganic systems (He,7 Li,3,8,9

LiN3,
10 Si,11 SiO,12 SiO2,

13 etc.) to high pressures, finding
intriguing chemical and physical properties.14,15

In the past decade, the ligand-protected metal nanoclusters,
especially the thiolated gold nanoclusters, have attracted great
interest as a novel type of functional nanomaterials.16−19 Due
to their interesting structural and physicochemical properties,
these nanoclusters can be potentially applied in diverse fields,
including catalysis,20−23 biosensing,24−27 drug delivery,28,29

luminescence,30,31 and molecular electronics.32−34 Researchers
were also interested in the mechanical response of the crystal
of atomically precise nanoclusters.35 However, only a couple of
experimental studies have explored their high-pressure proper-
ties. Li et al.36 reported the first high-pressure optical study of a
series of face-centered cubic and bitetrahedral nanoclusters,
including Au21(SR)12, Au28(SR)20, Ag28Pt(SR)18, Au24(SR)20,
and Au14Cd(SR)12. They observed a red shift in the absorption
onset with increasing pressure up to ∼12 GPa in all of the
studied nanoclusters and an up to 200-fold enhancement in the
photoluminescence at pressures around 7 GPa. In another
work, Quan et al.37 probed the pressure response of a silver
sulfide cluster crystal ([Ag50S7(SC6H4F)36(dppp)6]) and

observed a noticeable decrease of band gap accompanied by
visual thermochromism and piezochromism from ambient
conditions to 7.5 GPa.
The recent pioneering experimental studies of atomically

precise metal nanoclusters under high pressure are expected to
draw more attention and efforts to understand how atomically
precise metal nanoclusters change their states and properties
with pressure. In particular, one is interested in their behavior
at even higher pressures such as tens or even hundreds of GPa.
Another question is how their electronic structure would
evolve with pressure from the superatomic perspective. To
address these questions, here we use density functional theory
(DFT) calculations to simulate a crystal of superatomic
Au25(SR)18, the most studied atomically precise metal
nanocluster,38 under pressures up to 110 GPa. We chose the
experimental crystal structure of the neutral Au25(SC2H5)18

0

cluster as the starting model for DFT simulations, for its short
ligand39 and to avoid complication from counterions.
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■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP version 5.4.4).40 The ion−electron
interaction is described with the projector-augmented wave (PAW)
method.41 Electron exchange-correlation is represented by the
functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) of the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA).42 A cutoff energy of 500 eV was used
for the plane-wave basis set. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a
Monkhorst−Pack k-point mesh of 5 × 5 × 5 for geometry
optimization and 11 × 11 × 11 for static electronic structure
calculation. The convergence threshold for structural optimization
was set to be 10−5 eV in energy and 0.01 eV/Å in force. The van der
Waals (vdW) interactions were considered using the empirical
correction in Grimme’s scheme (DFT-D3).43

The experimental crystal structure of Au25(SC2H5)18
0 at ambient

conditions39 was used as the initial structure in our DFT model. The
crystal has a centrosymmetric triclinic symmetry (space group P1̅)
with the following parameters: a = 13.773 Å, b = 13.886 Å, c = 14.152
Å, α = 104.38°, β = 101.41°, γ = 119.29°. Like other typical
Au25(SR)18 clusters, Au25(SC2H5)18 is composed of an inner Au13
icosahedral core protected by six (SC2H5)−Au−(SC2H5)−Au−
(SC2H5) dimeric staple motifs. The intracluster Au−Au distances
from the DFT optimization (Aucenter−Aushell = 2.85 Å; Aushell−Aushell

= 2.99 Å; Aushell−Austaple = 3.29 Å) agree very well with the
experiment (Aucenter−Aushell = 2.79 Å; Aushell−Aushell = 2.94 Å; Aushell−
Austaple = 3.18 Å). The intercluster Au−Au distance is about 7%
underestimated by DFT (3.82 Å) than the experiment (4.11 Å), likely
due to two factors: (i) we fixed the lattice parameters to the
experimental values during DFT optimization to maintain the cell
shape for the subsequent pressurization simulations; (ii) the
intercluster Au−Au interaction is much weaker and therefore sensitive
to the intercluster ligand−ligand interactions. We expect that the DFT
description of the intercluster Au−Au distances would become more
accurate, as the Au−Au interactions are strengthened with the
pressure.

Starting from the ground-state structure of Au25(SC2H5)18, the
high-pressure structures were obtained by continuously and uniformly
shrinking the volume or lattice constants of Au25(SC2H5)18: the lattice
parameters a, b, and c (Table 1) were scaled by the same factor, such
that the crystal symmetry and the lattice ratios of c/a and b/a are kept
fixed on compression. After each scaling, the atomic positions in the
unit cell were reoptimized with fixed unit cell vectors; after
convergence, the pressure was then evaluated by computing the
external force on the unit cell. Spin-polarized calculations with an
initial ferromagnetic state were performed for the Au25(SC2H5)18
crystal under different pressures.

Table 1. Lattice Parameters (a, b, c) of the Au25(SC2H5)18
Crystal under Various Pressures (Angular Parameters Are
Kept at the Same: α = 104.38°, β = 101.41°, γ = 119.29°)

lattice parameter (Å)

pressure (GPa) a b c

0 13.773 13.886 14.152
10 12.395 12.498 12.737
25 11.701 11.798 12.024
50 11.047 11.137 11.350
80 10.715 10.803 11.009
110 10.427 10.514 10.715

Figure 1. Ambient pressure structure of the crystal phase of Au25(SC2H5)18
0 cluster (a,c) and the corresponding Au−S framework omitting the

ethyl (C2H5) groups (b,d), viewed along two different directions: (a,b) are projected along the c-axis; (c,d) are projected along the b-axis. Color
code: Au, orange; S, green; C, gray; H, blue (lines with some highlighted balls). Same color code is used subsequently.

Table 2. Covalent and van der Waals Radii of Au, S, C, and
H Atoms and Their Averages Which Are Used to Define the
Bond Formation between Two Atomsa

radii (Å) bond-length cutoff (Å)

atom covalent van der Waals average Au S C H

Au 1.44 1.66 1.55 3.10 2.96 2.79 2.34
S 1.02 1.80 1.41 2.82 2.65 2.30
C 0.77 1.70 1.24 2.48 2.03
H 0.38 1.20 0.79 1.58

aIf the distance between two atoms is shorter than the sum of their
average radii, we consider that a chemical bond is formed between the
two atoms.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystal Structure of Au25(SC2H5)18
0 at Ambient Pressure

As shown in Figure 1, the clusters in the crystal are weakly
interacting with each other via vdW interactions among ethyl
groups (blue lines in Figure 1a,c) of the staple motifs: the

shortest intermolecular H···H distance between ethyl groups is
2.07 Å (d1 in Figure 1c). The shortest intercluster Au···Au
distance between two staple motifs is 3.82 Å (d2 in Figure 1b).
To define a criterion or distance cutoff for chemical bonding,

we use the average of the covalent and vdW radii of an atom
(Table 2): If the distance between two atoms is shorter than

Figure 2. Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at 10 GPa (C2H5 omitted for clarity): (a) viewed along the c-axis; (b) viewed along the b-axis; (c) perspective view
of four 1D nanowires along the b-axis; (d,e) two different side views of the Au25(SC2H5)18 nanowire and the intercluster Au−Au linkages.

Figure 3. Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at 25 GPa (C2H5 omitted for clarity): (a) viewed along the c-axis; (b) zoom-in on the Au−Au bond formed along
the diagonal or a + b + c direction; (c) viewed along the b-axis; (d) zoom-in on the interstaple Au−S bonds and rectangle along the c-axis.
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Figure 4. Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at 50 GPa (C2H5 omitted for clarity): (a) viewed along the c-axis; (b) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au−Au
bond formed along the a-axis; (c) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au−Au and S−S bonds along the diagonal (a + b + c); (d) viewed along the b-
axis; (e) zoom-in view of the deformation of the intercluster −Au−S−Au−S− ring along the c-axis.

Figure 5. Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at 80 GPa (C2H5 omitted for clarity): (a) viewed along the c-axis; (b) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au−S and
S−S bonds along the b-axis; (c) viewed along the c-axis in a different perspective; (d) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au−S bonds along the a-axis.
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the sum of their average radii, a chemical bond is formed or
there is a chemical interaction between the two atoms. By our
definition, there is no intercluster chemical interaction at
ambient pressure here, since the shortest Au···Au and H···H
distances between neighboring Au25(SC2H5)18 clusters are
much larger than the bond-length cutoff of the Au−Au (3.10
Å) and H−H (1.58 Å) chemical interactions, respectively.
According to the superatom complex theory,44 the isolated

neutral Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster has seven free electrons, which
occupy the superatomic orbitals as (1S)2(1P)5, thereby
possessing an unpaired valence electron at the HOMO. This
is consistent with our calculations: we found that the unit cell
of the Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal, which contains just one formula
unit of the cluster, has a net magnetic moment of 1 μB.

At 10 GPa

Figure 2 shows the Au−S framework of the compressed
Au25(SC2H5)18

0 crystal structure at an external pressure of 10
GPa. One can clearly see that the intercluster distance
decreases, leading to the formation of an intercluster Au−Au

bond of 3.09 Å along the b-axis (Figure 2a,d) between the
staple motifs, which joins the clusters to form a one-
dimensional (1D) nanowire along the b-axis (Figure 2c−e).
The closest Au···Au contact between the 1D nanowires is
about 3.48 Å along the c-axis (Figure 2b). Interestingly, we
found that the magnetic moment of the Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal
disappeared (μB = 0) at 10 GPa. This can be understood in
that the unpaired electrons in Au25(SC2H5)18 clusters are now
paired up after forming the intercluster Au−Au bonds, leading
to the vanishing magnetic moment. In fact, the nanowire-like
1D polymeric chain of Au25(SR)18

0 has been previously
reported in the solid state of another neutral Au25(SR)18

0

nanocluster capped by n-butanethiolate (SBu) ligands.45

At 25 GPa

As the pressure further increases to 25 GPa, the intercluster
Au−Au bond between the staple motifs along the b-axis is
further decreased to 2.96 Å (Figure 3a). In addition, we
observed a newly formed intercluster Au−Au bond of 2.90 Å
(Figure 3b) along the diagonal direction of the unit cell

Figure 6. Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at 110 GPa (C2H5 omitted for clarity): (a) viewed along the c-axis; (b) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au−S and
Au−Au bonds along a + b direction; (c) zoom-in view of the intercluster Au4 parallelogram along the a-axis.

Figure 7. Packed structure of the Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at various pressures showing also the C2H5 groups.
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(namely, a + b + c or [111] direction) and intercluster Au−S
bonds of 2.74 Å along the c-axis (Figure 3c,d). In fact, the
latter further forms a rectangle-shaped, four-membered ring
between intercluster staple motifs. This indicates that from 10
to 25 GPa, the crystalline phase of Au25(SC2H5)18 transitions
from the stacked 1D nanowires to a 3D interconnected
network. Similar to the case at 10 GPa, the compressed
Au25(SC2H5)18 at 25 GPa has no unpaired electron.

At 50 GPa

The 3D framework of the Au25(SC2H5)18 solid becomes
strengthened when the pressure increases to 50 GPa (Figure
4). In addition to the much shortened intercluster Au−Au
bond (2.60 Å) along the b-axis (Figure 4a) and Au−S bonds
(2.60 Å) along the c-axis (Figure 4e), the Au25(SC2H5)18
lattice additionally forms a new intercluster Au−Au bond (2.71
Å) along the a-axis (Figure 4b). More interestingly, two new
S−S bonds (2.54 Å) are formed, flanking the Au−Au bond
(2.70 Å) along the diagonal direction (Figure 4c); put in
another way, two parallel linear S−Au−S groups from the two
staple motifs fuse together into a three-rung ladder. One also
sees that the −Au−S−Au−S− rectangle along the c-axis at 25
GPa now deforms to a parallelogram at 50 GPa (Figure 4e).

Figure 8. Variation of intracluster Au−Au distances of Au25(SC2H5)18
with pressure: Center-Shell, average distance from the central Au to
the 12 Au atoms of the the icosahedral shell; Shell-Shell, average
nearest-neighbor distance among the 12 Au atoms of the icosahedral
shell; Shell-Staple, average nearest-neighbor distance between staple
Au atoms and the icosahedral-shell Au atoms.

Figure 9. Structure of the Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster (left) and its Au−S framework (right) in the crystal at various pressures: (a) ambient; (b) 10 GPa;
(c) 25 GPa; (d) 50 GPa; (e) 80 GPa; (f) 110 GPa.

Figure 10. Structural change of the Au13 core with pressure. Note that
3.1 Å is used as the cutoff for drawing a bond between two Au atoms.
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At 80 GPa

As the pressure goes up to 80 GPa, the intercluster linkages are
greatly enhanced (Figure 5). Not only are the three-rung
ladder connection along the diagonal and the parallelogram
connection along the c-axis well preserved, but a new type of
three-rung ladder-like linkage (Figure 5a,b) and a new
parallelogram connection (Figure 5c,d) are also formed
along the b-axis and the a-axis, respectively.

At 110 GPa

As the pressure increases to 110 GPa, one sees the formation
of more complicated intercluster linkages, accompanied by a
great deformation of the Au13 core, in addition to the slightly
changed three-rung ladder-like bond pattern (Figure 6a) and
parallelogram or diamond-shaped connection (Figure 6b).
Particularly, a new type of intercluster edge-sharing Au4
parallelogram emerges along the a-axis (Figure 6c).
We note that in the compressed Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal, the

−C2H5 ligands are interacting in shorter distances (Figure 7).
According to our structural analysis, the shortest intercluster
H−H distances are 1.620 Å (10 GPa), 1.633 Å (25 GPa),
1.475 Å (50 GPa), 1.460 Å (80 GPa), and 1.326 Å (110 GPa);
the shortest intercluster C−H distances are 2.368 Å (10 GPa),
2.175 Å (25 GPa), 2.168 Å (50 GPa), 2.122 Å (80 GPa), and
2.012 Å (110 GPa). Based on the cutoffs of 1.58 Å for H−H
and 2.03 Å for C−H (Table 2), the intercluster H−H
interactions are mainly physical or of the dispersion type up to
25 GPa (Figure 7a−c) but become chemical at 50 GPa or
higher (Figure 7d−f), while the intercluster C−H chemical
interaction can be found only at 110 GPa (Figure 7f). In other
words, −C2H5 ligands are interacting with each other mainly
via H−H chemical bonding at higher pressures.

Intracluster Change with Pressure

In addition to the interesting intercluster bonding over a broad
range of pressures, it is also of great interest to examine the
structural changes to the Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster itself inside the
crystal during compression. Figure 8 presents the variation of
key intracluster Au−Au bond distances with pressure that
shows an expected decreasing trend. Examining the overall
cluster shape, one can see that the structural integrity of the
Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster (Figure 9a) is well preserved at 10 GPa
(Figure 9b), while more Au−Au bonds are formed between
staple Au atoms and the icosahedral Au atoms. Starting at 25
GPa (Figure 9c), the S−Au−S−Au-S staple motifs become
distorted, intrastaple Au−Au bonds are formed, and some
terminal S atoms of one staple become bonded with Au in a
nearby staple. At 50 GPa, the staples become more twisted and
S−S bonds begin to form between the nearest staples (Figure
9d); in addition, there is bonding between H on C2H5 and the
icosahedral Au atoms (six Au−H bonds are formed with Au−
H distance of ∼2.0 Å). At 80 GPa (Figure 9e) and 110 GPa
(Figure 9f), one sees formation of more S−S bonds, Au−H
bonds, and Au−S bonds.
The structural evolution of the Au13 core with pressure is

shown in Figure 10. The icosahedral Au13 core in the ambient
Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal has an approximate Ih symmetry. With
the pressure increasing, the Au13 core becomes compressed but
still maintains the Ih symmetry at 10 and 25 GPa (Figure
10b,c). However, the Au13 core becomes significantly more
distorted and squashed starting at 50 GPa (Figure 10d), and a
distinct transition takes place from 80 (Figure 10e) to 110 Ga
where the Au13 core switches to an Oh-like symmetry (Figure
10f).

Figure 11. Band structure and density of states of Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at various pressures: (a) ambient; (b) 10 GPa; (c) 25 GPa; (d) 50 GPa;
(e) 80 GPa; (f) 110 GPa. The Fermi level is set as zero and denoted by the dashed red line.
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Electronic Structure Change with Pressure

The electronic band structures and density of states for the
ambient state and the compressed Au25(SC2H5)18 structures
were also explored, which show a strong structure dependence.
One can see that the Au25(SC2H5)18 crystal at ambient
pressure has flat and discrete energy bands, characteristic of a
typical molecular crystal (Figure 11a). Starting at the pressure
of 10 GPa (Figure 11b), one sees clear band dispersion, and
the band at the Fermi level becomes partially occupied,
indicating a metallic character. When the pressure further
increases (Figure 11c−f), the conduction band above the
Fermi level gradually shifts downward while the valence band
below Fermi level shifts upward. This leads to the broadening
and delocalization of the energy states, and the bands also
become more dispersed. Moreover, all of the compressed
Au25(SC2H5)18 crystals (10 ∼ 110 GPa) are nonmagnetic.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we explored systematically the structural and
electronic properties of the Au25(SC2H5)18 superatomic cluster
under pressure (up to 110 GPa). Our DFT computations
discovered that under compression the Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster
changes from a molecular crystal to an interconnected solid
crystal, due to the formation of intercluster Au−Au, Au−S, S−
S, and H−H bonds. We also observed the formation of
intracluster Au−Au, Au−S, S−S, and Au−H bonds. At
ambient pressure, the Au25(SC2H5)18 cluster has an unpaired
valence electron; upon compression, the cluster interacts
closely with each other to pair the valence electron and the
magnetic moment vanishes. All of the compressed clusters are
predicted to be metallic. Our DFT findings represent an
important step toward understanding the high-pressure
behavior of superatomic gold nanoclusters. We hope that
this work will stimulate more experiments in the future on the
structure, bonding, and conductivity measurements of atomi-
cally precise metal nanoclusters under high pressures.
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